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Key Concepts

Who can help us online?

How should we communicate online?
What should we share online?
What is bullying and how should we deal
with it?
Can you fine information online?
How should I behave online?
What information shouldn't we share
online?

Computing– Online Life

Knowledge Organiser

Amazing Activities

Summer

Create a Internet Safety

display in class with our safety

Term I

rules. Create a personalised
bookmark to take home.

Challenge:
Write our own class online safety rules.

My Digital Life has been developed
to improve children’s knowledge of
the risks of their online lives and to
develop skills when using online services. It takes an holistic approach
to each of the different elements of
their online lives.
The resources included in this module are aimed at stimulating classroom discussions about certain situations that may arise when online and
to get the children to think critically
about their online lives.

Who owns the information on the internet?

Skills– Digital Literacy
I can recognise that there may
be people online who could
make me feel sad, embarrassed
or upset and know when to
speak to an adult I can trust.
I can use the internet with
adult support to communicate with people I know and explain
why it is important to be considerate and kind to people
online.
I can recognise that information can stay online and could be
copied and I should not put information online without asking
a trusted adult first.
I can describe how to behave online in ways that do not upset
others and can give examples.
I can use the internet to find things out and use simple keywords in search engines
I can describe and demonstrate how to get help from a trusted adult or helpline if I find content that makes me feel sad,
uncomfortable worried or frightened.
I can explain rules to keep us safe when we are using technology both in and beyond the home.
I can give examples of some of these rules.

Key Vocabulary
Curriculum Links
English– safety rules
Art– bookmark and safety posters

Nurture

Inspire

Succeed

Reputation
Self Image
Risks
Private

Online Bullying
Identity
Profile
Password
Empathy

Copyright
Trust

